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Relevant Education
What is a relevant education? A relevant
education is when you and other
students/people go on a school trip and
learn about outdoor survival and also about
having fun. When you are on a relevant
education trip you bring schoolwork and
you measure trees, collect soils from
different places, and record a lot of things
you see. For example the moose hunting
trip, when you catch a moose you measure
the antlers and the body.
Relevant education is important culturally
because, we support the community by
going out hunting and catch food. If there
weren’t relevant education trips there
would be less food for everybody,
everybody would be getting store bought
food. Also that if nobody went out hunting
to catch food, no one wouldn’t learn
anything about survival, how to catch food.
Relevant education is important socially
because, if there wasn’t people that went
out hunting the community would starve a
lot and we would have a little bit of food. It
is also important because it shows that how
much people rely on each other, who they
can trust, and also who is a good worker if
they are not a good worker people wouldn’t
want to work or go out hunting with them.
Also it shows that if you’re not a hard
worker and if you barrow something and
never returns it people wouldn’t want to
trust you to handle things.
Relevant education is important
academically because, it is important how to
handle guns, and safety of everything you
do out in the wilderness. When you are out
hunting you always got to remember to be
safe outside and everything you do. It is also
important because you have to what you
are doing and if you are with someone you
are hunting with you have to be safe and be
careful of the gun or any deadly things you
are caring, you also have to know where
you are and where you are camping.

This is a picture of students pulling Mitchell’s moose
that he caught. They had to use a kanoe and rope to
pull. David sallison’s boat helped Mr. Hanson’s boat
bring mitchell’s moose to their boat. On that day they
were packing the moose it was very nice out. The
distance they had to pack the moose was like from
high school to elementary.
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This graph shows the soil measurements that we took from
the moose hunting trip.
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This graph shows who caught the biggest moose from the
moose hunting trip.
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This graph is about the temperatures we took on the moose
hunting trip from morning, afternoon, and evening, when we
were on the moose hunting trip.

This picture is a map of the places we went up in paimuit. There is
another picture on it, it shows our camp, the picture was taking
during the night. In 12 mile slough is where david sallison’s boat
had to get toad back to camp. Cotton wood slough is where Adrian
caught his moose, his moose was 46 inches.

